A Notre Dame Board of Trustees member frontal for an illegal CIA operation, according to Paul Marks, CIA critic, who spoke last night before an overflow crowd at the Library Auditorium.

The Trustee, Marks claimed, was president of the Board of Trustees for the CIA-operated Anderson Security Consultants (ASC) firm. This firm placed domestic anti-war and civil rights activists under surveillance. Marks also said he was spied upon by the CIA.

Marks, CIA critic, who spoke last night before an overflow crowd at ASC.

The main thrust of his lecture, however, dealt with the other side of the story—the side who's activities have come to be known as "dirty tricks." Marks listed some examples of activities under surveillance.

The film also described the CIA's personality—the side of the film, little attention to the CIA to cause riots and disrupt activity. In an attempt to force then-President Salvador Allende from power. The film maintained that a prolonged strike caused by the CIA-backed opponents of Allende, sparked overthrow for Allende.

Speier also looked for smaller groups to perform in Stepan Center. The Student Union, in conjunction with Social Commis­sion, sponsors these concerts in Stephon for student enjoyment with no regard to profit. Speier said in the past such notables as Billy Joel, Robert Klein and Seals and Crofts have appeared. This spring Speier is trying to line up Steve Goodman or Don McLean of "American Pie" fame.

"We really don't have a whole lot of choice in the groups we can sponsor. Speier said. "Since most groups plan their big tours for this time of year, they usually begin booking for March or April just when we're getting out of school." Ending his second year as con­cert commissioner, the junior Fin­ance major has brought well over a dozen rock concerts to the Notre Dame campus. He explained that there is somewhat of a risk involved in deciding what groups to book.

"For instance, I didn't think that Bob Seeger was all that popular around this area, so before I confirmed the date I took a couple of calls just to check it out," explained Speier. "I talked to several students who all expressed interest and then I called WERB and some record stores. I found out that Seeger has almost the number one album in the area. They all thought that it would be a sell-out."
Scientists discover life forms inside rocks from Antarctica

WASHINGTON—An abundance of life has been discovered inside rocks from a barren region of Antarctica—a surprising finding that could change the way scientists search for life on Mars.

Discovery of microbes, algae and fungi under the surface of certain rocks in Antarctica, one of earth’s harshest environments, significantly extends the known limits of life on this planet and offers new hope that a form of life may exist on desolate neighboring regions of Mars, scientists say.

The National Science Foundation and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, cosponsors of the Antarctic research, announced the findings yesterday.

E. Irrie Friedmann and Roseli Ocampo Friedmann, a husband-wife team of biologists from Florida State University at Tallahassee, found life in light-colored rocks from Antarctica’s Dry Valleys region, a frigid, arid area mostly devoid of ice and snow.

Similar, but more extreme, conditions were found on Mars by two American Viking spacecraft, which in 1976 searched unsuccessfully for deep,’life-bearing rock when the air temperature was about 14 degrees Fahrenheit and the rock surface about 28 degrees. At the layer of life a quarter inch below the surface, it was 50 degrees, cozy for these forms of organisms.

During the winter, when temperatures drop to below 60 below zero and when the wind-chill factor is incredible,” he said, the life forms become dormant and wait for warmer periods to begin functioning again.

Friedmann said there is evidence the Dry Valleys once more were habitable to life forms and probably supported surface life. But conditions worsened, organisms began to withdraw and seek places where they could live.

Free University registration reset

Registration for Free University has been rescheduled for next Wednesday and Thursday at La-Fortune Ballroom from 8:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m.

Class schedules will be started.

GMAT’s reset

The Jan 25 GMAT test has been rescheduled for Feb. 11. Examinees will be contacted by the Educational Service.

Notre Dame Karate & Tae Kwon Do Club

INVITES ALL MEMBERS OF THE NOTRE DAME ST. MARY’S COMMUNITY INTERESTED IN BEGINNING THE STUDY OF KARATE AND SELF DEFENSE TO ATTEND AN introductory meeting at the A.C.C. (Auxiliary Gym) on.

Thursday, February 2 at 6:00pm.

ALSO, PERSONS WITH PRIOR EXPERIENCE IN THE MARTIAL ARTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO TRY OUT FOR THE NEWLY FORMED INTER-COLLEGE TEAM.
Guerrillas reject British authority for Rhodesian power transfer

RABAT*Malta (AP)-Black guerrilla leaders said yesterday they want to share power with Britain during Rhodesia's transition to black majority rule and rejected a proposal for a British commissioner to head an interim government. They declared they would have dictatorial powers.

Meanwhile, in Salisbury, moderate black leaders agreed to resume informal talks with the U.S.-sponsored South African framework for a one man, one vote ballot as the nationalists' name for Rhodesia. The framework for a one man, one vote ballot take place after the country assumes black rule as the new state of Zimbabwe, the nationalists' name for Rhodesia.

British spokesman Hamilton White said "very considerable differences" remained between the two sides. These differences, according to Whyte and U.S. Department spokesman Stanley Cook, focus on the military and political implications of a cease-fire in the war between Smith's white-led forces and the black guerrillas.

Under the Anglo-American plan, Carver would be empowered to make laws, control the police, command the armed forces and over the disarming and reduction of both Smith's forces and the guerrillas.

The Patriotic Front said this would give Carver dictatorial powers.

Mugabe and Nkomo gave copies of their plan to U.S. Ambassador Andrews Young and British Foreign Secretary Douglas Owen Monday night, but it was discussed for the first time yesterday.

Although the black leaders rejected the Anglo-American plan would "be too negative an action" they have refused to call a cease-fire in their five year guerrilla war.

Mugabe said Carver would not be acceptable as resident commissioner because he played a big role in crushing the Mau Mau movement in Kenya in the late 1950's.

The two black leaders demand that, as leaders of the only military forces fighting the white Rhodesian regime, they be allowed to share control in the interim government.

In Rhodesia, Bishop Able Muzorewa, the moderate black leader who walked out of the informal talks with Smith's regime last Friday, met with white leaders Tuesday, and said a government spokesman, "differences over the offensive language which led to the walkout were resolved."

Officials in Rhodesia said little attention was being paid to the Malta talks.

ND Hunger Coalition seeks student fasters

The Hunger Coalition will again sponsor Wednesday evening fasts this semester, and interested stu- dents to gamble with, which are den- dent tasters. Froehlke added that if a faster

Students are reminded that no internal structures may be used in the sculptures. The sculptures can be started at 4 p.m. Schedule judging will be held this Sunday at 4 p.m. Each hall's entry will be located on its designated spot. Any sculpture before starting time or located in the wrong place will be disqualified.

The dinner hall will receive $400. Second prize is $250, third prize is $100 and a fourth and fifth place will receive a gift certificate for a keg of Miller beer.

EXPERIMENTAL, MY DEAR WATSON

If you have at least two years of graduate or undergraduate education, and you keep getting clues that your money is running short, then a two-year Air Force ROTC scholarship may be the right thing for you.

Currently we're seeking young men and women who would like to serve their nation as Air Force Officers. Would you like to receive a college education at a minimal cost? If you're qualified for the two-year scholarship, you still receive the $1000 a month while enrolled in the Air Force ROTC two-year program.

What do we ask in return? That you serve America at least four years as an Air Force officer. Your Air Force ROTC counselor has the details and qualification requirements. Check it out. It might even make your education finances seem easier.

Contact Capt. Dave at 283-6634

by David Bredel

Despite the effects of last week's blizzard, Mardi Gras Festival will be ready to begin as scheduled this Friday evening at Stephon Center, according to Mardi Gras committee chairman Dan Haugh.

"Everybody had a little trouble getting the construction materials for their booths, thanks to the deep snow," Haugh said "No stores were even open until today. But we're all making a concentrated effort, and we'll have the work done by Friday night."

Mardi Gras is a nine-day casino type-fund-raising event, sponsored by the Notre Dame and St. Mary's Hall Presidents Councils. All proceeds go to St. Luke's University Chaplaincy, which in turn allocates the money to local organizations.

Students may play blackjack, high-low, poker and other games of chance at booths set up by pairs of men and women's residence halls. To get around Indiana state gambling laws, the festival sells "bogus bucks" for the students to gamble with, which are then turned in again for cash.

Mardi Gras coordinator Tim Mallow pointed out that any student can work at his or her hall's booth, provided he attends "a Dealer's School" where Mardi Gras rules are explained. The Dealer's School will be held in each residence hall this week. Schedule has been posted.

Although booth construction is now progressing without major difficulties, Mardi Gras committee members are a bit disappointed at the slow rate of returns coming in from the raffle tickets which were distributed to students before semester break.

"The raffle is the biggest moneymaker for Mardi Gras," said Rosemary Serbet, Mardi Gras treasurer. "We're ex- tremely disappointed with the way ticket sales are going--and it's almost time to sell them." Anne Marie Calucchi, who is also helping coordinate the raffle added, "The raffle is really the most important part of Mardi Gras. It's up to the student body to make it a success.

Students were reminded of the residence halls of ND-MUC have returned money from ticket sales; and among those, less than twenty percent of the tickets distributed to them have been sold. Students have two incentives to selling tickets, Serbet said. First, those who sell all the tickets in their book have their names placed in a drawing for a 1978 Ford Pinto, and second, are given free admission to the festival. The normal admission cost will be $2 a night.

SU announces spring semester movie schedule

Student Union has announced its movie schedule for the semester:

Silver Streak, Feb. 6, 7; The Deep Feb. 17, 18; Pink Panther Strikes Again, Feb. 23, 24; Dog Day Afternoon, Mar. 8, 9; Bobby Deerfield, Mar. 10-11: Play It Again, Sam, Mar. 14,15: Annie Hall, May, 30,31; The Sound of Music, Apr. 1-3; Marathon Man, Apr. 7,8; West Side Story, Apr. 11; Camelot, Apr. 12; Singing in the Rain, Apr. 15; A Star Is Born, Apr. 14,15; The Fooler, Apr. 19,20; Wizards, Apr. 21,22; and The Spy Who Loved Me, May 5,6.

If you have at least two years of graduate or undergraduate education, and you keep getting clues that your money is running short, then a two-year Air Force ROTC scholarship may be the right thing for you.

Currently we're seeking young men and women who would like to serve their nation as Air Force Officers. Would you like to receive a college education at a minimal cost? If you're qualified for the two-year scholarship, you still receive the $1000 a month while enrolled in the Air Force ROTC two-year program.

What do we ask in return? That you serve America at least four years as an Air Force officer. Your Air Force ROTC counselor has the details and qualification requirements. Check it out. It might even make your education finances seem easier.

Contact Capt. Dave at 283-6634
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Egyptian-Israeli military talks, the two nations agree on "everything for the Palestinians living on the occupied land," Sadat said to reporters a few hours before the talks began Thursday and Friday in the Sinai. The Egyptian leader predicted that future discussions would be "heavy and difficult job." He urged the Carter administration to take "a clear position on the Middle East.

Sadat made his remarks after a few hours of joint military talks focusing on an Israeli pullback from the Sinai Peninsula. The talks are the first open conversations between Egypt and Israel since Sadat broke off ties with the Jewish state in January.

"Without solving the Palestinian problem we can't establish permanent peace in the Middle East," Sadat told reporters. Sadat emphasized the importance which Sadat is placing on the Mideast. The Egyptian-Israeli military talks convened Jan. 11-12 focusing on Israel's insistence on maintaining 20 Jewish settlements in the Sinai even after the occupied land is returned to Egypt. The talks were recessed for the beginning of the Jerusalem meetings, the halted when Israel refused to send Defense Minister Ezer Weizman to meet again with Egyptian War Minister Mohammed Abdel Ghanay Gunam.

Sadat appeared optimistic about the outcome of the military talks but indicated that other differences may be harder to overcome.

"On Sinai, I don't think we shall differ and this settlement problem should be resolved. The real difficulty is the Palestinians," Sadat told reporters at his villa in Barrages, 15 miles north of Cairo.

Sadat said after meeting with U.S. Assistant Secretary of State Alfred Atherton, who worked out the draft with Israeli leaders last week.

Meanwhile, the ministers of four hard-line Arab states and the Palestine Liberation Organization met behind closed doors in Algiers for talks aimed at thawing Sadat's peace initiative with Israel. The ministers were preparing for a summit Thursday and Friday for the leaders of Algeria, Libya, Syria, South Yemen and the PLO.

The Egyptian-Israeli military talks convened Jan. 11-12 focusing on Israel's insistence on maintaining 20 Jewish settlements in the Sinai even after the occupied land is returned to Egypt. The talks were recessed for the beginning of the Jerusalem meetings, the halted when Israel refused to send Defense Minister Ezer Weizman to meet again with Egyptian War Minister Mohammed Abdel Ghanay Gunam.
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Eric Hawkins Dancers-

A suspension of all expectations

Close Encounters of the Third Kind, now playing at Town and Country, is a visually stunning science fiction film. Ostensibly a science fiction feature about alien visitation and the threat it bears to human nature. It is, in fact, a profound and moving exploration of the nature of human contact with extraterrestrial beings.

The film begins with the arrival of the visitors. At first, the people of Earth are mesmerized by their arrival. But as the encounters continue, the visitors begin to demand more and more of the humans. They want to learn about us, to understand us, to see how we live. The humans, on the other hand, are terrified. They see the visitors as a threat to their way of life. They want to protect themselves, to keep the visitors away.

But the visitors are not content with just observing. They begin to interact with the humans, to try to understand us better. They begin to build structures on Earth, to create a new civilization. The humans resist, but they cannot stop the visitors. They are too powerful, too advanced.

The film ends with a moment of hope. The visitors and the humans come together, to create a new world. A world where we live in harmony, where we can learn from each other. A world where we can finally understand the meaning of life.

The film is a masterpiece. It is a work of art, a testament to the power of imagination. It is a story of the human spirit, of our ability to overcome adversity, to create something new.

Wednesday, February 3, 1978
by Loretta Hoch

A Spectacular Close Encounter

by dom saleni
Chavez calls halt to UFW wine, lettuce boycott

(continued from page 4)

-Martin Luther King was followed and dragged continuously during his campaign for Civil Rights. Thus, was the result of five years. Fearing that the organization send King a tape warning like that, the committee did not accept the Nobel Prize he was to receive, and that perhaps it would be best if he committed suicide, Marks continued. In all, Marks said, the FBI is little more than “police power turned against our own people.”

Concerning his second major point, that the government should not lie, Marks gave concrete examples of when each administration had done so, from Eisenhower through Ford.

Eisenhower, he maintained, lied about the use of spy planes over the USSR, and was forced to admit it publicly when one was shot down 1700 miles within American borders. The government itself claimed that the plane was a “natural weather reconnoiter plane” that had strayed off its course, he said.

Kennedy, he claimed, said about CIA in the Bay of Pigs incident. Johnson, he said with a rash of CIA-related incidents, involving the Tonkin Gulf Resolution, “I need the power to make war in South and Southeast Asia.”

What JohnsonF intended was that the U.S. would already be attacking in that area, he said. (The Pentagon Papers, 34a), Marks maintained.

Nixon, he claimed, said about everything but decided to pick out examples, involving the CIA, as in Chile, in the Watergate scandal.

President Ford, Marks related, had publicly gone on record as saying that he would not authorize CIA intervention in Portugal. but had done precisely that months before.

Marks was at a loss to watch President Jimmy Carter in any CIA-related lies, and said “I have to believe him at this point.”

Marks stressed the favorable aspects of Carter’s policy with the CIA, saying that he was making a positive effort to alleviate the interventionist function, he had previously described.

“I don’t want to tell you that it’s okay,” he stressed, “but Carter doesn’t seem to be using the CIA the same way in which it was used years ago.”

M. concluded with remarks about the CIA’s infiltration on college campuses. Marks said that some students take part in drug experimentation on campuses; experiments, claimed Marks, that were run by the CIA.

“Many students might not have wanted to get involved had they known the CIA was running the program,” he said.

Marks also noted that many professors have been hired by the CIA to scout out foreign exchange students who might wish to spy on their own governments. He cited “Sophomore and Junior Year Abroad” programs, though not specifically Notre Dame’s as being subject to such abuse.

“You students should not allow this use of academic cover,” he concluded. “It may limit your school’s freedom of research and your freedom to travel. It gives you students a bad name.”

SMC to start services program

St. Mary’s Office of Student Activities has announced that it will initiate a community services program, similar to the one already in existence at Notre Dame. The purpose of the program will be to heighten awareness of volunteer services and actively filter one-time requests by individuals and groups for volunteer assistance.

A representative from each hall is needed to act as a liaison between the volunteer services office and students in the hall. Anyone who is interested in such a position should contact Mary Laverty at 4319 or Julie Jones at 4870 by Feb. 3.

Chavez accusses ND trustee

Wednesday, February 1, 1978

Chavez’s announcement at his headquarters in Keene, 120 miles north of Los Angeles, capped the second round of protracted and often bitter boycotts headed by the charismatic union leader. Most of the boycotts ended with achievement of the announced goals of the UFW, formed by Chavez to improve working conditions for migrant laborers.

The Agricultural Labor Relations Act is alive and functioning," Chavez said in his statement. "In California, farm workers in some places are now able to vote for the union of their choice and come to the bargaining table to negotiate with their employers."

Chavez’s action, approved by the union executive board, ended international boycotts against grapes, head or iceberg lettuce not picked by members of the farms workers’ union, along with E & J Gallo table wines.

The lettuce boycott was called in September 1970 to bring economic pressure on growers after court injunctions ended a UFW strike in the Salinas Valley.

The grape and Gallo boycotts began three years later after UFW contracts expired and a member of growers signed with the rival Teamsters Union.

"The only way we could continue economic pressure was through the boycott," said union spokesman Marc Grossman.

Although pollsters found support for the latest boycotts, an exact dollar impact was impossible to come by. In October 1975 pollster Louis Harris found 12 percent of the public said they stopped buying table grapes because of the boycotts, another eleven percent were boycotting lettuce and eight percent were boycotting Gallo wines.

The UFW’s first strike-boycott in 1960 brought national renown to the little-known union then called the Agricultural Workers Organizing Committees. It began in Delano against several growers, including Schedony and DeLongio farms, went nationwide in 1968 and ended in 1970 after most table-grape growers signed UFW contracts.
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Documents raise new questions about guilt of executed radicals

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) - Documents unveiled today of the Sacco-Vanzetti case-unveiled years after 50 years of new questions about the haste and certainty with which a Harvard president and two other men helped send two anarchists to the electric chair.

Historians are divided on whether Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti were proven guilty. Two questions arise from anonymous documents from the final days of the Sacco-Vanzetti case.

Meeting tomorrow for J-board heads

A meeting will be held tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. in the Notre Dame auditorium. Part of the Notre Dame public relations office is the place to be.

Meeting called for J-board heads

Area sopper Becky Staufer will present a recital of art songs tonight at 8:15 p.m. in the Notre Dame auditorium. Part of the Notre Dame public relations office is the place to be.

Staufer to give art songs recital

The program will be accompanied by the Notre Dame organist. The program will be accompanied by the Notre Dame organist.

Meeting will be held tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. in the Notre Dame auditorium. Part of the Notre Dame public relations office is the place to be.

NOTICES

Due to the blessing of "78," many prepaid class announcements were missed in the Observer Friday and Saturday editions. If your ad was timely and you wish to request a refund, please bring your receipt to the Observer office Thursday, Feb. 2, between 11 am and 5 pm. Thank you.

Anyone wishing to vote in the Midland May election should contact the office at 4:30-5:00 or request a ballot.

Debates: manuscript typed (100 seats)


A second draft is the final phrase, typed but crossed through with a pen. In SBP final hour report to then-Gov. Alvan T. Fuller and from a phrase appearing in an early draft of the report but not in the final report.

Opponents of the commission were Samuel W. Stratton, president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Robert A. Grant, 75, a former police judge. The commission was appointed on July 27, 1927, that the trial had been fair and just and that Sacco and Vanzetti were guilty.

Yesterday, Harvard opened to the public Lowell's private papers on the case. Harvard has possession of Lowell's papers, and must have them for several years. But those relating to Sacco and Vanzetti were presented to the commission in 1948, five years after his death, on condition they remain sealed for 30 years.

There are 1,500 frames of microfilm documents, transcripts of testimony, letters, clipping and other notes. In some of the letters, which start in 1927 and end in 1929, Lowell reveals a concern for his future best.
**Irish Front Explorers in Palestra**

by Tom Boulanger

Sports Writer

If the Fighting Irish basketball team is to have a chance to make the NCAA Final Four this year, a big game may come for the squad when it travels to the Palestra in Los Angeles to play the UCLA Bruins. Coach Mike Auriemma, who has a 22-5 record, will lead UCLA while former Irish coach Harry Boe推送 leads the Bruins. Among others interested in the game will be former Irish players and coaches.

**Goodbye Joe**

Joe Namath retired last week.

He played the game that lights up so many television sets on so many Sundays. He did it with an efficiency that was金钱不能买的．

He spent his last season on the Los Angeles Rams' bench backing up a man who was the best quarterback in the league. So he retired last week and whatever the reason, bad knees or bench warmer, it was a sad end to a career that had so many highlights.

"The old AFL," a league of motley misfits, NFL retirees, empty seats and empty pockets, they called themselves, "The Poor Man's Club," quite appropriately and they tried to start a new professional football league, a challenge to that powerful, entrenched and arrogant National Football League. But it wasn't working and the "fools" needed something or someone to save them.

Enter Joe Namath.

After a four-year superstar tenure at the University of Alabama, Namath was an immediate phenomenon. He didn't need anyone to syndicated to "the AFL." He didn't need anyone to syndicated to "the NFL." He didn't need anyone to syndicated to "the Pro Bowl."

So he retired last week and whatever the reason, bad knees or bench warmer, it was a sad end to a career that had so many highlights.